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● We completed our MWEA achievement tests this week and will make up any missed
tests when we resume from after Thanksgiving break.

*Mid Quarter reports emailed today!
*No School November 22-28th Thanksgiving break!

*Christmas Dress Up Days on Wednesdays, starting Dec. 1st (red & green day!)

Math
We conducted an investigation about decimals and
fractions and how to count money. We also did
some color by multiplication facts Thanksgiving
activity today mostly without using our
multiplication tables!

Grammar/Writing
We reviewed what we’ve been learning about
plural nouns and plural possessives and worked a
fun “mad lib” today using different adjectives and
verbs to recreate the story of the 1st Thanksgiving.

In writing, we continued working on a “top secret”
writing assignment that will carry us into
December. This is an in class only project. We also
wrote another creative journal entry.

Science
We completed an interactivity about kinetic energy
and gravitational energy as well. We continue to
look into the differences at potential vs. kinetic
energy as well.

Social Studies
We continued working on our state research
projects that will be due, Tuesday, November
30th. 4th graders have a packet with instructions
and cut out tabs to assemble onto a lapbook (a
manilla folder tri folded.)

Reading
We started our newest novel, The Holiday
Concert. This book is off to a great start and
has captured our attention about a curious
boy with a rubber band in chorus class!
We continue to read in our Christmas themed
novels that we’ve individually selected to
prepare for our upcoming book talks on
Thursday, Dec. 16th. This is mostly an at
home project with some reading done during
free time at school.

Spelling
This week, we reached up to Day 56 in
spelling courtroom. Our words continue to get
more and more challenging!

Bible Study
This week we read Chapter 14 in The Story
about the kingdom torn into looking a little
closer at King Asa and the story of Jezebel in
addition.

Memory Work
The Evening Prayer


